
PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Name PURO SOLO HORIZONTAL 400

Type pendent lamp

ID PC1156

Description Puro is a boldly minimalistic variation on atmospheric pendant lights. Inspiration for the collection and its name come from
the Spanish word for “cigar”, which also means “pure” and is a reference to the composition’s clean lines. The diffused glow
of the tubes to elicit a dynamic ambience, while the alternating gloss and matte finishes provide a degree of provocation.
Puro offers atmospheric room lighting as well as lighting for offices, hospitality interiors, boutiques, showrooms and private
dining areas.

Technical description The craftsmanship applied in production follows in the centuries-old tradition and experience of master glassmakers. The
precision crafting of hand-blown glass instills distinctive, enduring character and outstanding quality in all Brokis products.
The glass shades are formed from multiple layers of molten glass, each of which is scrutinized by the master glassmaker
prior to being blown into the mold. Up to 70% of the resulting quality is achieved in this stage of production.

Glass Colour
triplex opal A CGC39
dark grey - opaline B CGC1507

Glass surface
acid-etched both side surface A CGSU881

Body finish
metal - black matte powder coating A CCS846
metal - white matte powder coating A CCS845

Canopy finish
glass - black A CCSC2404
glass - white A CCSC2403

Connection method
BROKIS connector A CCM1019

Cable colour
textile cable - black A CECL519
textile cable - white A CECL521

LED Source
400mm 24V, LED, 7,5W, 2700K, 550lm, RA80+, DIM A LEDS2744
400mm 24V, LED, 7,5W, 4000K, 550lm, RA80+, DIM A LEDS2745
400mm 24V, LED, 7,5W, 5000K, 550lm, RA80+, DIM A LEDS2746

Dimmable version
non-dimmable version A CEDV1457
RF system - remote control version A CEDV1461
PWM signal A CEDV1459
1-10V A CEDV1460
DALI version A CEDV1458
AC phase-cut A CEDV1730



PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Name PURO SOLO HORIZONTAL 800

Type pendent lamp

ID PC1126

Description Puro is a boldly minimalistic variation on atmospheric pendant lights. Inspiration for the collection and its name come from
the Spanish word for “cigar”, which also means “pure” and is a reference to the composition’s clean lines. The diffused glow
of the tubes to elicit a dynamic ambience, while the alternating gloss and matte finishes provide a degree of provocation.
Puro offers atmospheric room lighting as well as lighting for offices, hospitality interiors, boutiques, showrooms and private
dining areas.

Technical description The craftsmanship applied in production follows in the centuries-old tradition and experience of master glassmakers. The
precision crafting of hand-blown glass instills distinctive, enduring character and outstanding quality in all Brokis products.
The glass shades are formed from multiple layers of molten glass, each of which is scrutinized by the master glassmaker
prior to being blown into the mold. Up to 70% of the resulting quality is achieved in this stage of production.

Glass Colour
triplex opal A CGC39
dark grey - opaline B CGC1507

Glass surface
acid-etched both side surface A CGSU881

Body finish
metal - black matte powder coating A CCS846
metal - white matte powder coating A CCS845

Canopy finish
glass - black A CCSC2404
glass - white A CCSC2403

Connection method
BROKIS connector A CCM1019

Cable colour
textile cable - black A CECL519
textile cable - white A CECL521

LED Source
800mm 24V, LED, 15W, 2700K, 880lm, RA80+, DIM A LEDS1929
800mm 24V, LED, 15W, 4000K, 1080lm, RA80+, DIM A LEDS1930
800mm 24V, LED, 15W, 5000K, 1145lm, RA80+, DIM A LEDS1931

Dimmable version
non-dimmable version A CEDV1457
RF system - remote control version A CEDV1461
PWM signal A CEDV1459
1-10V A CEDV1460
DALI version A CEDV1458
AC phase-cut A CEDV1730



PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Name PURO SOLO HORIZONTAL 600

Type pendent lamp

ID PC1125

Description Puro is a boldly minimalistic variation on atmospheric pendant lights. Inspiration for the collection and its name come from
the Spanish word for “cigar”, which also means “pure” and is a reference to the composition’s clean lines. The diffused glow
of the tubes to elicit a dynamic ambience, while the alternating gloss and matte finishes provide a degree of provocation.
Puro offers atmospheric room lighting as well as lighting for offices, hospitality interiors, boutiques, showrooms and private
dining areas.

Technical description The craftsmanship applied in production follows in the centuries-old tradition and experience of master glassmakers. The
precision crafting of hand-blown glass instills distinctive, enduring character and outstanding quality in all Brokis products.
The glass shades are formed from multiple layers of molten glass, each of which is scrutinized by the master glassmaker
prior to being blown into the mold. Up to 70% of the resulting quality is achieved in this stage of production.

Glass Colour
triplex opal A CGC39
dark grey - opaline B CGC1507

Glass surface
acid-etched both side surface A CGSU881

Body finish
metal - black matte powder coating A CCS846
metal - white matte powder coating A CCS845

Canopy finish
glass - black A CCSC2404
glass - white A CCSC2403

Connection method
BROKIS connector A CCM1019

Cable colour
textile cable - black A CECL519
textile cable - white A CECL521

LED Source
600mm 24V, LED, 9.5W, 2700K, 547lm, RA80+, DIM A LEDS1926
600mm 24V, LED, 9.5W, 4000K, 672lm, RA80+, DIM A LEDS1927
600mm 24V, LED, 9.5W, 5000K, 711lm, RA80+, DIM A LEDS1928

Dimmable version
non-dimmable version A CEDV1457
RF system - remote control version A CEDV1461
PWM signal A CEDV1459
1-10V A CEDV1460
DALI version A CEDV1458
AC phase-cut A CEDV1730



PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Name PURO SOLO VERTICAL 1000

Type pendent lamp

ID PC1124

Description Puro is a boldly minimalistic variation on atmospheric pendant lights. Inspiration for the collection and its name come from
the Spanish word for “cigar”, which also means “pure” and is a reference to the composition’s clean lines. The diffused glow
of the tubes to elicit a dynamic ambience, while the alternating gloss and matte finishes provide a degree of provocation.
Puro offers atmospheric room lighting as well as lighting for offices, hospitality interiors, boutiques, showrooms and private
dining areas.

Technical description The craftsmanship applied in production follows in the centuries-old tradition and experience of master glassmakers. The
precision crafting of hand-blown glass instills distinctive, enduring character and outstanding quality in all Brokis products.
The glass shades are formed from multiple layers of molten glass, each of which is scrutinized by the master glassmaker
prior to being blown into the mold. Up to 70% of the resulting quality is achieved in this stage of production.

Glass Colour
triplex opal A CGC39
dark grey - opaline B CGC1507

Glass surface
acid-etched both side surface A CGSU881

Body finish
metal - black matte powder coating A CCS846
metal - white matte powder coating A CCS845

Canopy finish
glass - black A CCSC2404
glass - white A CCSC2403

Connection method
BROKIS connector A CCM1019

Cable colour
textile cable - black A CECL519
textile cable - white A CECL521

LED Source
1000mm 24V, LED, 17.5W, 2700K, 1035lm, RA80+, DIM A LEDS1932
1000mm 24V, LED, 17.5W, 4000K, 1270lm, RA80+, DIM A LEDS1933
1000mm 24V, LED, 17.5W, 5000K, 1346lm, RA80+, DIM A LEDS1934

Dimmable version
non-dimmable version A CEDV1457
RF system - remote control version A CEDV1461
PWM signal A CEDV1459
1-10V A CEDV1460
DALI version A CEDV1458
AC phase-cut A CEDV1730



PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Name PURO SOLO VERTICAL 800

Type pendent lamp

ID PC1123

Description Puro is a boldly minimalistic variation on atmospheric pendant lights. Inspiration for the collection and its name come from
the Spanish word for “cigar”, which also means “pure” and is a reference to the composition’s clean lines. The diffused glow
of the tubes to elicit a dynamic ambience, while the alternating gloss and matte finishes provide a degree of provocation.
Puro offers atmospheric room lighting as well as lighting for offices, hospitality interiors, boutiques, showrooms and private
dining areas.

Technical description The craftsmanship applied in production follows in the centuries-old tradition and experience of master glassmakers. The
precision crafting of hand-blown glass instills distinctive, enduring character and outstanding quality in all Brokis products.
The glass shades are formed from multiple layers of molten glass, each of which is scrutinized by the master glassmaker
prior to being blown into the mold. Up to 70% of the resulting quality is achieved in this stage of production.

Glass Colour
triplex opal A CGC39
dark grey - opaline B CGC1507

Glass surface
acid-etched both side surface A CGSU881

Body finish
metal - black matte powder coating A CCS846
metal - white matte powder coating A CCS845

Canopy finish
glass - black A CCSC2404
glass - white A CCSC2403

Connection method
BROKIS connector A CCM1019

Cable colour
textile cable - black A CECL519
textile cable - white A CECL521

LED Source
800mm 24V, LED, 15W, 2700K, 880lm, RA80+, DIM A LEDS1929
800mm 24V, LED, 15W, 4000K, 1080lm, RA80+, DIM A LEDS1930
800mm 24V, LED, 15W, 5000K, 1145lm, RA80+, DIM A LEDS1931

Dimmable version
non-dimmable version A CEDV1457
RF system - remote control version A CEDV1461
PWM signal A CEDV1459
1-10V A CEDV1460
DALI version A CEDV1458
AC phase-cut A CEDV1730



PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Name PURO SOLO VERTICAL 600

Type pendent lamp

ID PC1122

Description Puro is a boldly minimalistic variation on atmospheric pendant lights. Inspiration for the collection and its name come from
the Spanish word for “cigar”, which also means “pure” and is a reference to the composition’s clean lines. The diffused glow
of the tubes to elicit a dynamic ambience, while the alternating gloss and matte finishes provide a degree of provocation.
Puro offers atmospheric room lighting as well as lighting for offices, hospitality interiors, boutiques, showrooms and private
dining areas.

Technical description The craftsmanship applied in production follows in the centuries-old tradition and experience of master glassmakers. The
precision crafting of hand-blown glass instills distinctive, enduring character and outstanding quality in all Brokis products.
The glass shades are formed from multiple layers of molten glass, each of which is scrutinized by the master glassmaker
prior to being blown into the mold. Up to 70% of the resulting quality is achieved in this stage of production.

Glass Colour
triplex opal A CGC39
dark grey - opaline B CGC1507

Glass surface
acid-etched both side surface A CGSU881

Body finish
metal - black matte powder coating A CCS846
metal - white matte powder coating A CCS845

Canopy finish
glass - black A CCSC2404
glass - white A CCSC2403

Connection method
BROKIS connector A CCM1019

Cable colour
textile cable - black A CECL519
textile cable - white A CECL521

LED Source
600mm 24V, LED, 9.5W, 2700K, 547lm, RA80+, DIM A LEDS1926
600mm 24V, LED, 9.5W, 4000K, 672lm, RA80+, DIM A LEDS1927
600mm 24V, LED, 9.5W, 5000K, 711lm, RA80+, DIM A LEDS1928

Dimmable version
non-dimmable version A CEDV1457
RF system - remote control version A CEDV1461
PWM signal A CEDV1459
1-10V A CEDV1460
DALI version A CEDV1458
AC phase-cut A CEDV1730


